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ABSTRACT

Microcosm is an open architecture hypermedia system
in which documents remain in their native format and
link information is held in separate link databases. This
has facilitated the introduction of generic links which,
once authored from a text string to a destination anchor,
may be followed from any occurrence of the text string
in any document. The generic link provides substantial
reductions in authoring effort for large hypermedia sys-
tems, but the limitation of the generic link to text string
source anchors needed to be addressed.

This paper describes extensions to the Microcosm archi-
tecture to create MAVIS, Microcosm Architecture for
Video, Image and Sound, in which generic links maybe
used from both text and non-text media. ‘This devel-
opment makes it possible to navigate through non-text
media using content as the key and, through the facili-
ties of the dynamic link, content based retrieval is also
available. Examples of content based navigation with
image, video and sound are presented.

KEYWORDS: Open Hypermedia, Content Based Nav-
igation, Information Retrieval,

INTRODUCTION

The provision of tools for retrieving or for navigating
through non-text information lags a long way behind
the provision of tools for handling text based informa-
tion, For the users of hypermedia systems, the tasks of
navigating through large textual information bases or
retrieving and displaying specific pieces of text are well
supported by text retrieval and text processing tools.
For the authors of these hypermedia projects, tools are
available for creating the documents and establishing
the required links. In the majority of cases, the exten-
sion to non-text information has been handled by re-
verting to text as the basis for retrieval and navigation.
Thus retrieval and navigation with images in multime-
dia systems has been tackled for many years by the use
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of associated and manually assigned key terms or the
use of manually authored point to point links.

By contrast, the development of hypermedia techniques
which capitalise on the direct use of content of image,
video or sound as the basis for retrieval and navigation
are in their infancy, Research which can contribute to
progress in this area comes not only from the multime-
dia community, but also from image database research,
research in image processing and computer vision and
also research into sound and speech processing.

The hypermedia system user, with an image on the dis-
play, might like to be able to select the image or a sub-
image and ask for other images or sub-images which are
similar in some way to the particular selection. If the
system finds these images or sub images by using the
content of the selection directly to match in some way
with the images or sub-images in the hypermedia sys-
tem, we refer to this as content based retrieval (CBR).
If we ask for further information relating to the selec-
tion and following a link to that information using the
content of the selection as the key, then this is referred
to as content based navigation (CBN).

Many papers have described image and video databases
which use a range of image properties for content based

?] Typically they are for use in specificretrieval?, ?, . .
application domains. Two examples from many possible

application areas are the approach developed by Barros
et al[?] which involves the use of spectral distribution
information for content based retrieval of satellite im-
ages and the VIMSYS approach?] which allows the
specification of domain dependent image features and
the development of semantic models based on the fea-
tures and their relationships. These in turn may be
used to specify the requirements for a retrieval. Some
systems provide content based image retrieval tools of
wider applicability, rather than being tuned to a specific

application domain; for example, the Query By Image
Content, QBIC, system developed by IBM[?, ?] which
uses combinations of colour, shape and texture for im-
age retrieval and the Manchester Content Addressable
Image Database[?].

Although these and other papers address the problem
of image and, in some cases, video retrieval by content,

either with or without semantic considerations, few pa-
pers have explicitly addressed the problem of content
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based retrieval within a hypermedia environment and
fewer have addressed the general issue of content based
navigation through hypermedia information. Notable
except ions include the Mi yabi system [?], under develop-
ment at NEC, which is a hypermedia system in which
non-textual information may be selected using queries
presented in the same form as the medium to be re-
trieved. However, it appears that the system is designed
to retrieve similar items to the query, that is to offer
CBR in a hypermedia environment, rather than to offer
a general media based link following mechanism (CBN).

In this paper we describe recent developments to the
Microcosm open architecture hypermedia system which
provide content based retrieval and navigation facilities
for non-text media. This has been achieved by extending
the generic link and dynamic link facilities in Microcosm
to work with non-text as well as text based information.
The new system is modular and extensible so that, as
more powerful techniques for the media based processes
are developed, the system may be enhanced.

In the next section the Microcosm hypermedia system
is summarised and then we examine the aims of the cur-

rent developments. This is followed by a discussion of
the extensions to the Microcosm architecture to create
MAVIS, Microcosm Architecture for Video, Image and
Sound. A description and demonstration of the use of
the system for navigating from image, video and sound
is presented and in the conclusion we consider some
planned extensions to the system to provide enhanced
navigational facilities.

MICROCOSM

T ?] is an open architecture hyperme-Microcosm[?, ?, .,
dia system which allows users to browse and query large
multimedia collections, It has been under development
for the last five years by the Multimedia Research Group
at the University of Southampton. Versions of the sys-
tem are being used widely in the United Kingdom and
elsewhere for a range of industrial, commercial and edu-
cational hypermedia applications. Its particular merits
may be summarised as follows:

● The ability to integrate information produced by al-
most any third-part y applications.
● All documents remain in the native format of the ap-
plication which created them. No embedded markup is
used.
. Link information is held in separate link databases
(linkbases) which hold details of the source anchor, the
destination anchor and other attributes such as link de-
scriptions.
. Links may be made to or from any medium including
those held on read-only media such as CD-ROM.
. Through the use of filters, Microcosm allows a number
of different actions to be taken on items selected, so that
much more functionality is available than simply clicking
buttons to follow links. In Microcosm, the user makes
a selection of the item of interest, then chooses from a
list of possible actions.

● In certain circumst antes, source anchors may be gen-
eralised to offer a spectrum of link possibilities from
explicitly defined point to point (specific) links to dy-
namically generated anchors. The three main link types
are:
Specific links. The user is able to follow the link only
after selecting the anchor at a specific location in the
current document.
Generic Ltnks (providing tools for CBN). The user is
able to follow the link after selecting the given anchor
at any point in any document. Generic links are of con-
siderable benefit in that a new document may be created
and immediately have access to all the generic links that
have been defined previously,
Dynamic Links e.g. Computed links (providing tools for
CBR). Not all links need to be created by an author.
For example, an inverted index of words in text doc-
uments may be used for following links, automatically
made available from the index. Relationships between
pieces of information may also be computed, based on
statistical analysis of the content.

The original Microcosm architecture consisted of three
layers: the storage layer containing the linkbases, in-
dexes and documents in native format, a link service
layer consisting of a range of filters, a filter manager
and a document control system and an application layer
consisting of a series of vaewers which might typically be
third part y packages such as Microsoft Write, a bitmap
viewer or for example, the Autocad package.

The link information held in the linkbase includes details
of the source and destination anchors for the link. For
specific (point to point) links the important information
to represent the source anchor is the location (document
and position) of the anchor. The content or boundary
of the selection is also stored to allow specific links to be
highlighted, for example as buttons. To follow a specific
link when a selection has been made, the location of the
selection must match with the location in the source
anchor (s) of links in the linkbase to identify links which
may be followed.

Content: the key to generic links
By contrast, when a generic link is authored, only the
content of the source selection is stored in the source
anchor. The original location of the source anchor is not

ret ained. At the link following stage, only the content
(and not the location) of the user selection is matched
with the content section of generic link source anchors
and the user may follow links wherever a match is found.
Thus generic links may be followed from any place in any
document where the selection matches the content of the
source anchor of the link. Dynamic links also make use
of content either from the user selection or both user
select ion and source anchor.

The versatile generic and dynamic link facilities in Mi-
crocosm greatly reduce the authoring load associated
with the creation of large and complex hypermedia ap-
plications. They provide a mechanism for replacing mul-
tiple links to the same destination with a single generic
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link which also reduces the problem of maintaining the
integrity of the application. However, in the versions

of Microcosm prior to the current project, generic and
dynamic links were only available from text because the

link following mechanism relied on text string match-
ing between user selection content and source anchor
content. The nearest we came to implementing generic
links in pictures or video was to give a selected area a
text tag. The content of this text tag, rather than the
content of the picture was used as the basis for following
generic links.

Specific links could be made from non-text media and
in this case the content section of the source anchor was
used to keep details such as the bounding box of the
selection site in an image or video frame. This infor-
mation was used to generate a button (i.e. highlight a
specific link) in the document. The absence of content
details in the source anchor of the link prevented the use
of generic and dynamic links from non-text information
in Microcosm.

THE AIM OF THE MAVIS PROJECT
The aim of the MAVIS project is to extend the Micro-
cosm architecture to facilitate the use of generic and
dynamic links from all media types, not just text. This
is not simply a question of making the selection content
available at the authoring and the link following stages
because the problem of matching is substantially more
complex than for text. For example, we would like to be
able to author a generic link from an object in an image
to another point in another document, perhaps some
text about the object. If it is a versatile generic link, we
should be able to follow the link from any instance of
the object in any image in any document. Even if the
object is as simple as a cube, it may appear quite dif-
ferently in different images, either because the camera
position or the lighting has changed.

We need to extract media baaed representations of the
selection which are as invariant as possible. Ultimately
we need to recognise the object using prior knowledge
of how it appears in the image. We may then recog-
nise it anywhere in other images to enable us to follow
the generic link effectively. With the current state of
image understanding, such an approach would have to
be application specific. However, there are some general
features which can form the basis for useful generic link
following mechanisms for images, video and sound, For
example, we could use colour distribution, texture, out-
line shape or combinations of these, for generic links in
images and video and the pattern of the sound wave for
speech.

The matching between the query selection and the link
anchor must be fuzzy since exact matching is clearly im-
possible in non-text applications. Measures of similarity
are required to assess the quality of a match and to de-
cide if a link should be followed. It has been argued that,
even for text, lexical similarity matching has problems

because of the difficulty in capturing the semantics?].
This is even more of a problem for non-text media, but

we believe that general purpose tools for CBR and CBN
with non-text media can provide useful additional nav-

igat ional aids.

During the development of MAVIS our aim has been to
ensure that the authoring and link following processes
from the users’ viewpoint are not significantly different
from earlier versions of the system, and to the naive
user the interfaces are exactly the same. When au-
thoring a link, for example from an image, the author
makes a source selection, perhaps by dragging a rect-
angle across the image or sub-image and indicating the
basis of the link (whether it is to be based e.g. on shape
or texture or some weighted combination of features).
When following a link, the selection is made in a simi-
lar way and then generic link following is requested as
the appropriate action. However, in MAVIS, all of the
viewing processes are now responsible for ensuring that
anchors contain the content of the selected area within
the document. The major changes concern the architec-
ture of the linkbases and the selection content process-
ing. When the selection and source anchors have been
matched, the link following mechanisms are once again
unchanged from the standard versions of Microcosm.

THE MAVIS ARCHITECTURE
Definition of a signature
Microcosm allows users to construct and manage links.
These links are represented as relations between two or
more anchors. In the majority of cases the anchors form
selections from within documents. A link therefore al-
lows the user to relate a selection in one document to
a selection in another. MAVIS extends this concept by
introducing the idea of a signature. A signature is a
representation of the content of a selection, used in both
link generation and link following.

In the case of a text anchor for a generic link in Micro-
cosm, only one form of signature was required; a nor-
malised representation of the original text anchor con-
tent. MAVIS, by cent rast, allows many forms of signa-
ture to co-exist. This is because media such as images
can be matched in many different ways. For example,
in one application it may be the colour of the selection
which the user wishes to form the basis of the match-
ing. On another occasion, it may be the shape or the
texture, some special feature or a combination of sig-
natures. Thus, MAVIS allows multiple processed repre-
sentations (signatures) of the original anchor data. For
example, the MAVIS system currently provides support
for several colour, shape and texture based signatures
for images and video. In addition, it supports links in
sound using a prototype signature based on the sound
frequency spectrum. Each type of signature is handled
by a separate signature module in MAVIS.

The Architecture
The MAVIS architecture takes the form of a framework
containing a collection of signature modules which are
invoked by a Microcosm process via a media table and

its associated software. To understand the architecture
we will consider the following three areas of functional-
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ity, the Microcosm process, the signature modules (the
low-level processing functionality), and the media table
sub-system (the glue between the signature modules).

The architecture is illustrated in figure ??.

The Microcosm Process The MAVIS framework is im-
plemented beneath the Microcosm architecture. The
functionality of the MAVIS framework is determined by
the Microcosm process which invokes it. For example,
if the process is a Microcosm linkbase (for CBN) then
the MAVIS framework is being used to generate and
manipulate links. If it is the Microcosm content-based
retrieval (CBR) process, then the framework manipu-

lates computer generated relationships between anchors
(an anchor can represent an entire document). This
host process acts as a buffer between Microcosm and
the MAVIS framework. It uses the media table (MT) to
call the appropriate signature modules.

The Signature Modules Each signature module is respon-
sible for all the processing for one particular signature
type in one particular media type. Thus, for example,
one signature module is responsible for all the process-
ing associated with a colour signature for images which
is based on the RGB colour histogram. The signature
module is the only part of MAVIS which needs to be
aware of the format of the signature for which it is re-
sponsible. The process using MAVIS is able to operate
on anchors for any media types supported by its avail-
able signature modules.

Each signature module contains functions to perform
the following:

● extract the signature from a selection in the media
type for which it is designed
● store the signature in the signature files and update

the signature indexes
● retrieve signatures using the index

. match two signatures, generate a measure of similarity
and order signature matches

Note that the signatures, rather than the raw selection
content, are stored and processed at the lmk cmthor-

ing stage, in order to reduce substantially the amount
of processing required at the link following stage. Be-
cause of the variety of structures which may be used
to represent different signatures, each signature module
maintains its own indexing system appropriate to that
particular signature,

The processing algorithm implemented within a signa-
ture module may require access to parameters which the
user is able to change. This is facilitated by providing
each module with the ability to store its own private
data and to generate its own user interface (allowing
the user to examine and change the private data).

The main signature modules implemented so far are
summarised as follows:

● A colour histogram module which uses an RGB colour
histogram as the signature. This maybe used for generic

links from images and video frames. The signature itself
is a 768 bin histogram representing 256 colours in each
of the red, green and blue colour planes. A 12 bin his-
togram, obtained by averaging across groups of 64 bins,

is used as the initial index term and a nearest neigh-
bour matching scheme is used on the index to find the
initial group of indexed signatures which are similar to
the query selection. The full signatures are then used to
find a more accurate estimate of the similarity relative
to the maximum possible difference between signatures.
The matches are presented in descending order of simi-
larit y.
● A shape signature module which uses rotation, scale
and translation invariant moments. Again this may be
used for image and video. The image selection is con-
verted to grey scale and thresholded according to user
specified settings of the module’s private data before the
moments are calculated. Three low order moments are
used for the initial index and once again the nearest
neighbour technique is used for finding matches.
● A texture signature module based on texture statis-
tics. Also for use with both image and video. This mod-
ule currently uses the statistical geometrical features de-
veloped by Chen et al[?], The image selection is treated
as a grey scale image for extraction of the signature and
nearest neighbour techniques are used for the matching.
. A Fourier signature module which uses the Fourier
transform (FT) of the selection from a digital sound
recording. The module performs an FT on the raw
sound data to produce a 500 bin frequency histogram
covering the range 1 hz to 15000 hz. This is stored and
processed in a similar manner to the colour histogram
module described earlier. A 50 bin histogram, obtained
by averaging across groups of 10 bins in the signature,
is used as the initial indexing term.

The Framework (Media Table) The signature modules are
controlled via the Media Table (MT) and its associated
control software. This MT subsystem is responsible for
invoking required signature modules and for loading and
unloading them as necessary. Modules are only loaded
when instructed to by the calling process, a mechanism
which provides a fully scaleable solution to the problem
of limited system overheads.

The MT sub-system also provides an interface between
the user and the available modules, It allows the user
to select which modules should be active or passive at
any point and to specify or change the private data for
a module. It enables the user to specify either individ-
ual signatures or weighted combinations of signatures as
the basis for CBN or CBR. The MT ensures that only
modules capable of handling a particular media type are
called when an anchor of this type is processed.

The relations between the processing algorithms and the
media types are embodied within the signature modules.
The MT sub-system maintains a list of currently avail-
able signature modules within the MT file. The MT in-
terprets this file each time it is executed, providing the
user with the ability to dynamically change the current
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The dynamic nature of the MT allows new signature
modules and, if necessary, new media t ypes to be added
at any time. If a particular set of objects require a spe-
cific matching algorithm, then a suitable signature mod-
ule can be developed and plugged in (although it should
be stressed that developing effective signature modules
is a crucial and non-trivial task). Such a mechanism
makes provision for signature modules that cent ain, for
example, domain specific knowledge (geared towards a
specific matching process).

Each module can have more than one entry within the
MT file. This allows multiple instances of the same mod-
ule to be concurrently available with different settings. ~
For example a module, which thresholds grey-scale im- ‘
ages producing a signature of the result, can be available
wit h different settings for the threshold value, one with a
low threshold value allowing very dark objects to be dis-
tinguished from a black background and a second with
high threshold to distinguish only very light objects.

Module implementation 2.
Microcosm allows users to partition their data into sep-

—

arate applications. The MAVIS architecture adheres to

this paradigm allowing users to set up collections of
modules to be used for each application. This allows sp-

in a seamless man-ner. For example, if an application has
a large collection of images that require a specific pro-
cessing algorithm to extract image features then this can
be encapsulated in a single signature module. The abil-
ity to set specific modules to operate for specific applica-
tions has a second side effect. This is that the signature
indices are also partitioned, only the indices for signa-
tures relating to the current application are searched or
extended.

The process of writing a signature module is a complex
low-level task. This complexity has been considerably
reduced in the following ways:

A library containing all code common across every sig-
nature module is provided. The module author links to
this library to gain access to the shared functionality.
In terms of code this library accounts for approximately
60% of each module. The remaining code is module spe-
cific, usually dealing with the dedicated processing of the
signatures themselves (e.g. signature comparison).

A skeleton source code file containing stubs for all mod-
ule specific code, complete with examples for each stub
is provided. The author is required to customise the con-
tents of the stubs to allow the module to handle their
particular signatures and index formats.
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3. A fully documented API is provided for the construction
of new modules,

The author can choose to use the skeleton code and com-
mon functionality library or completely re-implement a
signature module from the beginning. Such a process
would be used if the author was integrating a third-party
process into the architecture as a signature module, The
new module would then be acting as a shim between the
MAVIS system and the third-party application.

The MAWS Architecture In Use

The MAVIS architecture is used for two major activi-
ties. Firstly, the signature indices can be extended by
adding new anchors (the authoring process). Secondly,
the signature indices can be searched to retrieve a set of
the closest matches to a given link anchor (link follow-
ing). These two scenarios are described and illustrated
in the following sections.

Authoring Links When an anchor is created, by the user
creating a link (for CBN) or a Microcosm process auto-
matically indexing data (for CBR) it has to be added
to the currently active signature indices. Each signa-
ture module is responsible for extending its own index.
The Microcosm process that is using the MAVIS frame-
work calls each of the currently active signature modules
through the media table (MT). Each signature module
is passed the original selection data and processes it to
form a module specific signature. It then indexes this
and stores both the index term and signature in its own
indices. When this process has finished, each module
that is related to the current selection media type will
have recorded a signature and its associated index term.
Any module that does not handle the current media type
or has been deactivated by the user will not be called
by the Microcosm process,

From the user’s point of view the link authoring process
is similar to conventional link authoring. In figure ? ?
a link is being authored from an image to a text doc-
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Figure 3: The Link Following Process from Video

ument. It involves selecting the Microcosm linker and
the MAVIS Linkbase (1 on the figure) and selecting the
required modules via the media table (2). In this exam-
ple, a colour histogram module has been selected. The
link is made by highlighting an area in the image as the
source anchor selection (3) and a destination anchor is
selected in the text document (4). The End Link ac-
tion is chosen to activate the complete link pop-up (5)
which enables the type of link to be set, together with
a description. Choosing ok then adds the link to the

linkbase to complete the authoring process.

Link Following Signature module indices are searched
when the user attempts to follow a link from a selec-
tion (CBN) or requires documents containing a simi-
larity match with the selection (CBR). The Microcosm
process using the MAVIS framework calls each signature
module that is active and is related to the media type
of the current search anchor. Each signature module is

given the data from the original search anchor. This is
processed and used as a key for a search of the modules

indices. The module stores a signature for each anchor
indexed by the system and maintains a sorted index for
these signatures, allowing it to speed up searches.

Each active module processes the search anchor data,
producing a signature. This is then processed to form
an index term. This index term is used by the module
to locate the nearest n matching signatures (stored in
its indices). The module returns a list of the nearest
matching signatures to the Microcosm process. It then
combines these together to form one overall list of the
closest matching signatures for the given search anchor
and act ive signature modules.

An example of generic link following is shown in fig-
ure ??. Here, a digital video sequence has been stopped
on a particular frame and a selection made in the frame
in an attempt to find and follow any generic links. The
MAVIS image clips filter, the MAVIS linkbase and the
Microcosm Image Links filter (1 on the figure) are re-
quired. The image clip pop-up (2) allows the user to
select an area from the screen and apply a Microcosm
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action to that selection. In this case we wish to try and
follow a link on the selection. A third party movie player
(3) is showing the video and has been paused at a frame
where we wish to search for links. By selecting a region
within the movie display, the linkbase is searched and a
link matching the content of the selection is found and
shown by the Image Links filter(4).

Link Processing in Sound The sound (FT) module has
been used as a demonstrator for the audio media type.
Single words have been articulated and selected at the
authoring stage as the source anchors of generic links,

by dragging a rectangle over the raw digitised sound
waves. In figure ?? the word circle has been articulated
again. The MAVIS linkbase and Microcosm Image links
have been selected (1 in the figure). A sound viewer (2)
contains the digitised sound waves for the word circle

recorded in stereo. Highlighting the appropriate selec-
tion and performing a follow link results in two links

shown by the Image links filter (3). One link is to a text
description and one is to an image of circles.

PERFORMANCE ISSUES

The time required to author or follow a link depends
on both the time required to make the selection and
the time required to process it. In the examples given
above, using the colour histogram module, the selection
process consists of clicking a few menu items, dragging

a rectangle over the required region and clicking on the
action required. It takes no longer than making a similar
selection in text. However, to make a selection for shape
matching may sometimes involve the user in specifying
a non-rectangular selection or invoking a segmentation
algorithm to delineate the desired object. This involves
more user operations and we are currently working on
fast interactive tools to assist with selection delineation
in these circumst antes.

The time for processing the selection is mainly deter-
mined by the indexing and matching strategy used in
the individual signature modules. Initially we have used
k-nearest neighbour matching which, for the maximum
sizes of link base used so far (about 400 entries), pro-
vides a very fast response on the Silicon Graphics Indy
platforms we are using. However, this approach is O(n)
where n is the number of links and we are now imple-
menting tree based indexes which will scale better to
very large link collections.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have described extensions to Microcosm
to facilitate content based retrieval and content based
navigation by extending the generic link to work with
any media types, not just text. In contrast to closed
systems, the Microcosm/MAVIS system is an open sys-
tem providing a link service for documents of any type,
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authored using a wide range of end-user applications
soft ware.

The MAVIS extension relies on the development of me-
dia specific signature modules which use selection con-
tent as the basis for signature generation. The signa-
tures are used for indexing and matching source anchor
selections and user query selections. Examples of ex-
perimental hypermedia systems which we are develop-
ing using the MAVIS software include a product cata-
logue for a large retailer which contains product images
and text, and an archaeological information system con-
taining large numbers of artefact images and associated
documentation.

Current modules use statistical pattern matching tech-
niques for signature matching to provide basic general
purpose navigational tools. In addition to the perfor-
mance related developments mentioned earlier, we plan
to extend the range of signature modules available and
draw on recent research in image, video and speech
recognition to provide more powerful and robust con-
tent based retrieval and navigation. Some future mod-
ules will require prior knowledge of expected objects to
provide more versatile but applications specific naviga-
tion.
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